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Abstract
For composite functions f(x) and g(x), the derivative is the chain rule, a chain of derivatives on f, then g. Well, a new or alternative way of teaching, learning and thinking of
the Chain Rule is as follows: Similar to learning how to multiply/factor two binomials
using the FOIL Method, we hereby propose the DOTI (Differentiate “Outside” To “Inside”) approach as a way of best teaching or learning the Chain Rule for taking the derivative of two or more composite functions, f and g, etc.
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1. Introduction
For composite functions f(x) and g(x), the derivative is the chain rule, a chain of derivatives on f, then g. Well, a new or alternative way of teaching, learning and thinking of the Chain Rule could be as follows:
Similar to learning how to multiply/factor two binomials using the FOIL Method, we propose the DOTI acronym which means
Differentiate “Outside” To “Inside” approach as an alternative way of best teaching or learning the Chain Rule for taking the
derivative of two or more composite functions, f and g, etc.
Why DOTI? DOTI is just an alternative approach to teaching and learning the Chain Rule. Undergraduate students seem to
more often gravitate towards acronyms or other easy way of remembering a method of calculation. This is a proposed approach that could be taught and learned more broadly. See (Anglin, 2012) below for a talk given on DOTI at the Joint Mathematics Meetings held by MAA and AMS.

2. Definition
Differentiation occurs first on the “outside” on the function f(x), then “inside” on the second function, g(x).
\[(f \circ g)' = (f' \circ g)*g'\]

The above definition is found in most Calculus text books.
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3. Examples
3.1. Example 1

See (Wolfram Alpha LLC., 2018) below under references for confirmation.
Again, differentiation occurs first on the “outside” on the function f(x), then “inside” on the second function, g(x).

3.2. Example 2

See (Wolfram Alpha LLC., 2018) below under references for confirmation.
Differentiation occurs first on the “outside” on the function f(x), then “inside” on the second function, g(x). However, in this
case, it’s a little harder to see, but it can work.

3.3. Example 3
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See [5.] under References for more information/confirmation.
And here, below, you can differentiate on the “outside” on the function f(x), then “inside” on the second function, g(x).

3.4. Example 4

See (Wolfram Alpha LLC., 2018) for further details or confirmation of the above example.
And lastly, below, you can differentiate on the “outside” on the function f(x), then “inside” on the second function, g(x), and
further inside on the third function introduced below as h(x).

3.5. Example 5

,

*

See (Socratic Organization, 2018) and (Khan Academy, 2018) on how the above is calculated.
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